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What would happen to your business if a 
small- or large-scale event knocked out 
your data center or its Internet connection?

 ▪ How much downtime would be 
“acceptable”?

 ▪ Would even a short outage be 
catastrophic?

 ▪ Do you have a playbook for possible 
emergency or disaster scenarios?

The answers are different for every 
business. EasyStreet is prepared to help 
you identify — and create —the Disaster 
Recovery plan and infrastructure that is 
right for you.

Regional or multi-regional recovery
EasyStreet has developed strong 
partnerships with vetted data center 
facilities across the country. We are 
able to offer continuous mirroring and 
near-instantaneous switchover in the 
event disaster strikes in Oregon. (Or if 
you are located elsewhere and need the 
advantages of DR in the Northwest!)

As with other EasyStreet services, you 
can choose exactly the level of Disaster 
Recovery that is appropriate for your needs 
and risk tolerance.

The true test of an IT organization is its ability to sustain operations through any 
business disruption — whether from a major disaster or leaky plumbing — or to 
recover business operations quickly and effectively. 

Easystreet has deployed proven disaster Recovery environments throughout 
the U.s., including those for which organizational, administrative, technical and 
physical security controls have been third-party verified for HiPaa and HitECH aCt 
compliance.



High-speed national connections
 ▪ Our robust network map provides cost-effective, 

flexible and reliable options for meeting your 
Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery Time 
Objective (RTO).

 ▪ Dedicated wavelength service for an efficient cost 
profile

 ▪ Geographically- and carrier-diverse paths

 ▪ No single point of failure

 ▪ Optional dedicated circuits and secured VPNs are 
available

Practical assistance at every step
EasyStreet experts are available to help you:

 ▪ Develop a DR Plan based on your business 
continuity goals

 ▪ Determine your RPO and RTO and associated 
capacity requirements

 ▪ Evaluate costs and trade-offs of cold, warm and hot 
data replication

 ▪ Establish bandwidth requirements and create a 
network design

 ▪ Create a Disaster Recovery Playbook

 ▪ Test the replication process; verify bandwidth 
requirements, system boot sequences and final 
failover system operation

Founded in 1995, EasyStreet is Oregon’s most trusted locally-headquartered 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service provider. EasyStreet helps its customers create a 
flexible computing infrastructure to improve — and protect — the way they  
do business. EasyStreet has built HIPAA-compliant private clouds and is  
SSAE 16 Type II audited.
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The top 4 reasons customers choose EasyStreet for  
Disaster Recovery:

Possible emergency or disaster scenarios:
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